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9TH HUDDERSFIELD
(CROSLAND HILL)
SCOUT GROUP
Meetings
Beaver Scouts (6 to 8 ye
ars old)
Tuesdays, 6:30 pm to 7:
30 pm
Leaders: Helen & Vacanc
ies
Cub Scouts (8 to 101/ )
2
Wednesdays, 6:50 pm to
8:20 pm
Leaders: Vacancies
Scouts (101/2 to 14)
Fridays, 7:15 pm to 9:15
pm
Leaders: Dave, Chris, & Va
cancies
Explorer Scouts (14 to
18)Fridays, 7:30
pm to 9:30 pm
Leaders: - Phil & Vacancies
[DoE Co-ordinator Diane]
Group Supporters’ Team
(Adults)
Monthly
Contact Group Scout Leader
David A Calverley
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Welcome...

£1

...to our annual Christmas Quiz.
This year we are testing your verbal verbosity with our
two-in-one quiz—

1. ONLY A LETTER OR TWO
The answer to statements 1 to 40 is either one letter or two
letters of the alphabet. How many can you reveal?

2. DROP

A

LETTER

The answer to numbers 41 to 60 is formed by omitting one letter
from one of the words in the statement [eg stair to star].
The closing date is 18th of January 2008.
The winner will receive an

ENORMOUS

FOOD HAMPER.

There are many other prizes of chocolates, spirits, wines, etc.
Please return this booklet to the person who sold it to you or attach
it to an e-mail and send it to
Dave Calverley at the address on the back page.
There is also a prize for the Beaver/Cub/Scout/Explorer who sells
the most of these quizzes, so please enter in the ’Vendor’ box the
name of the person who sold this brainteaser to you.

Name
E-mail
Phone
Vendor
No. Correct
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Ans
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Assam, for example.
Not me!
Not me! Not me!
A printer's measurement.
Two make a childish horse.
There are seven of these.
A length, perhaps fifty.
Satan’s abode.
Not the definite first one.
Dried grass.
Music player.
Egg producer.
Pop group.
Far too much.
A type of block.
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DROP

A

LETTER

40 You may see with this.

39 Very cold.

38 Oi!

37 Some.

36 A written composition.

35 Not full.

34 Surpass in a large way.

33 It surrounds islands.

32 Hello Hello!

31 An Indian tent.

30 You may see yourself with this.

29 Not hard [American version!].

28 Another girl's name.

27 A girl's name.

26 Garden implement

25 German WW2 general.

60 The youth is found when Dee
has left her body.

A vegetable.
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24 Music medium.

50 The socks can be seen in the
house without you.

The unknown number.
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23 Petrol.

56 Make steps in places where
fifty vanished.
57 With the block head lost you
can secure the door.
58 The panter sees father if he
drops his middle point.
59 A joint results from the whip if
both of you are missing.

A question of purpose.
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22 A river.

46 Affront by not opening the
present.
47 Prohibit the band to play endlessly.
48 The chair without one sitting
in it will be cleaner.
49 The total can be found by a
noiseless sump.

Honey producing insect.
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21 A line of waiting people.

51 The article in the stalk can lead
to steam.
52 The fleet without its tea will
run away.
53 A flower remains for the headless master.
54 Nothing of the float is missing
that is even.
55 The flying mammal is in the
bath but not hospitalised.

A bird.

1
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Statement

41 Eyeless, the soldier can still
join.
42 The minister misplaces one in
the Cathedral.
43 Applaud if the grand is lost on
the clamp....
44 yet refuse to talk about this
penniless clamp.
45 No point in feasting if not taking food.

Yes!

ONLY A LETTER OR TWO
eg

Statement

Ans
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